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Town Plan Engagement Results
Executive Summary

The Town of Coaldale’s previous Municipal Development Plan is almost 20 years old! To put that into
perspective, twenty years ago, the hit film Titanic dominated the oscars and a little company called
Google was only just being founded. The time has come for our Municipal Development Plan (MDP)
to undergo a much needed update!
So why engage? The community’s feedback is important to us because our new MDP will help guide
the Town’s future growth and change over the next 20 years. Importance was placed on providing
a variety of engagement opportunties that target as many people in our community as possible;
factoring in age, location, and mobility, to ensure that everyone was provided with a chance to
be heard. The feedback collected from our engagement sessions will be used to craft a plan that
situates Coaldale in a position to grow and prosper to become Southern Alberta’s #1 community.
The following document offers a snapshot of the community engagement results we’ve received so
far in the MDP engagement process. Each survey, comment, and piece of feedback has been read,
recorded, and analyzed by hand and provided in this document for public interpretation.
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Town Plan Engagement Results
Introduction
The purpose of the Town Plan engagement
was to gather the community’s feedback on
what priorities the Town should focus on during
the creation of our new Municipal Development
Plan (MDP). The engagement program was
based on a number of activities intended to
reach as many members of the community as
possible. Efforts include the use of comment
walls, online and paper surveys, community
“open park” meetings, neighbourhood tours,
community workshops, and working groups.
The preliminary engagement efforts started
with the Town Plan Working Group formation
on March 25th, with the first meeting being
held on April 3, 2019. Two additional meetings
were held in May and June of 2019. This was
followed by the online MetroQuest survey on
April 15th, 2019, which ran until June 3rd, 2019,
recording 356 unique responses. Also, during
“Open Park” Engagement Sessions - Kate Andrews
this time, comment walls were distributed to
local schools as a means of reaching out to the Town’s school-aged demographic. The comment
walls recorded a total of 479 unique responses. From June 10th to 14th, 2019, community “open park”
engagement sessions were offered to each of Coaldale’s neighbourhoods in an effort to gather more
information on both the Town Plan in general and each neighbourhood in specific. Opportunities to
provide feedback for children under the age of 12 were also offered in the form of a drawing contest,
which asked participants to draw the improvements they’d like to see in their neighbourhoods in the
future. Participants were also asked if they’d like to participate in neighbourhood “walkabout” tours at
a later date, which received moderate interest.
Overall, 110 paper surveys were completed.
Finally, following the open park sessions,
an additional online survey was posted via
SurveyMonkey for anyone who missed the inperson sessions or the previous MetroQuest
survey. In total, the Town Plan survey recorded
538 responses across all platforms.

“Open Park” Engagement Sessions - Eastview Park

Using the data collected in this document, the
next steps in the engagement process will be
community workshops focusing on potential
growth/change scenarios informed by the
community’s feedback. These sessions are
planned for mid to late Fall 2019.
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MetroQuest Survey Example
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MetroQuest Survey Example
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Town Plan Engagement Results
MetroQuest Survey Example

SurveyMonkey & Paper Survey Example
The SurveyMonkey Survey and Paper Survey are substantially similar to the MetroQuest Survey
except that they do not include Section 4 – Highest Priorities. This section was removed for simplicity
and time considerations during face-to-face public engagement. In lieu of the removed section, we
provided participants with an optional question regarding what aspects they liked the most about
their neighbourhood.

Analyzing the Results
Each survey, comment, and piece of feedback has been read, recorded, and analyzed by hand and
provided in this document for public interpretation. The results of all three surveys (paper/online)
have been aggregated together for analysis and will be displayed on the following pages. Results
from the comment walls and other forms of feedback have also been compiled and recorded, and
are available in the appendix. The overall assumption with respect to the feedback results is that
regardless of individual interpretation, participants understood the questions presented to them and
answered them truthfully and to the best of their abilities. We will use this basis of understanding to
form the assumption that the results are an accurate representation of our community and valid for
use moving forward with the Town Plan project.
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Demographics
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Town Plan Engagement Results
Question 1: What do you value the most?
In this question, participants were asked to rank the following community elements in the order that
they value them the most. Each element could only be ranked once (from 1-5), with no duplicate
ranks.

WH A T D O YOU V A L UE M OST ?
#1
#2

RANK

#3
#4

#5

COMMUNITY ELEMENT

Top 3 Community Values - Summary
#1 Social/Cultural Life: Social infrastructure includes programming, activities and facilities that
uphold the community’s values and provide opportunities for learning, recreating, and sharing in the
experiences that bring people together.
#2 Economy: Coaldale’s economy has grown substantially. To keep this trend going, and to continue
becoming more than a bedroom community to Lethbridge, business growth and investment in the
community needs to remain a priority.
#3 Natural Environment: Coaldale is committed to environmental stewardship as evidenced through
early adoption of curbside recycling, the newly constructed wetlands on the NW of the Town, and
the recent addition of curbside composting.
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Question 2: Guiding Principles - What’s the big idea?
In this question, participants were asked to rate the following guiding principles from 1 to 5 stars, with
5 stars indicating that the principle is of highest importance to them. The principles are categorized
by the five community elements indicated in the previous question.

B U IL D F OR
E X P E R I E N C ES

C O M P L E TE
C O M M U N IT I E S

3.08

3.47

3.90

3.53

AVERAGE RATING (OUT OF 5)

G U IDING P RINC IPLES - B U IL T E NVIRONMENT

F OCU S ON ACTIVE
M OD ES

VAR IOU S TY PES OF
H OU SIN G

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

3.80
B U IL DING
E F F I C I E N C I ES

3.62

3.64

AVERAGE RATING (OUT OF 5)

3.91

G U I D I N G P R I N CIP L ES - N A T U R A L E N V I R O N ME NT

N A T U R AL I Z E D
SY STEM S

P R E S E R VE A N D
PR OTECT

R E D U C I N G I M P A C TS

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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Town Plan Engagement Results
Question 2: Guiding Principles - What’s the big idea?
In this question, participants were asked to rate the following guiding principles from 1 to 5 stars, with
5 stars indicating that the principle is of highest importance to them. The principles are categorized
by the five community elements indicated in the previous question.
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4.04
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R E S P O N S I VE N ES S

ACCESSIB ILITY

3.83
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AVERAGE RATING (OUT OF 5)

G U IDING P RINC IPLES - G O VE RNANCE

CON SIST E NCY

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

C E L E B R A TE
C O M M U N IT Y

4.10

3.38

3.68

3.24

AVERAGE RATING (OUT OF 5)

G U IDING P RINC IPLES - S O C IAL/CU LTURAL

SM AL L TOW N FEEL

E D U C A TI O N A S
KEY STON E

C U L T U R A L M O S AI C

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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Town Plan Engagement Results
Question 2: Guiding Principles - What’s the big idea?
In this question, participants were asked to rate the following guiding principles from 1 to 5 stars, with
5 stars indicating that the principle is of highest importance to them. The principles are categorized
by the five community elements indicated in the previous question.

3.74

FOCU S ON
D O W N TO W N

3.75

3.82

3.86

AVERAGE RATING (OUT OF 5)

G U IDING P RINC IPLES - E C O NOMY

O P E N F O R B U S I N ES S

C O N S C I E N TI O U S
D ECISION S

P A R T N ER S H I P S

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Guiding Principles - Summary
Built Environment: Focus on active modes of transportation - Install great walking and cycling
networks that connect the community.
Natural Environment: Reducing impacts - Reduce waste sent to landfill with recycling and composting
programs.
Governance: Financial responsibility - New infrastructure and services are designed and delivered
in a financially sustainable manner. Responsiveness - The needs and wants of the community are
recognized and addressed in a timely manner.
Social/Cultural Life: Education as a keystone - Continue to partner with the school divisions to make
education in Coaldale the best it can be.
Economy: Focus on downtown - Encourage upgrades and new development in the Downtown core.
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Question 3: Highest Priorities
In this question, participants were asked to check the options of each community element that they
believe should be a critical focus in the Town Plan. Participants could check as many options as they
liked, however, it was encouraged that they only select the ones that they believed to be the MOST
important. This question was only offered on the MetroQuest survey.
Built Environment
Rank

Priority

Count

1

Visually appealing development

68

2

Complete communities

56

3

Compact and walkable neighbourhoods

54

4

Affordable housing

50

5

A variety of housing types (single detached, duplexes, townhouses, and
so on)

44

6

Seniors housing

35

7

Inclusive housing

16

Natural Environment
Rank

Priority

Count

1

More open, natural spaces to enjoy

100

2

Protect existing natural features

75

3

Use natural systems, like wetlands, when possible to serve as critical
town infrastructure

74

4

Develop green power opportunities like wind, solar, or geothermal
technology

72

5

Protect the environment through town operations programs like
curbside recycling and compost

71

6

Promote the construction of environmentally friendly buildings

51
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Question 3: Highest Priorities
In this question, participants were asked to check the options of each community element that they
believe should be a critical focus in the Town Plan. Participants could check as many options as they
liked, however, it was encouraged that they only select the ones that they believed to be the MOST
important. This question was only offered on the MetroQuest survey.
Governance
Rank

Priority

Count

1

Citizens and stakeholders are engaged to as great an extent as
possible in the decision making process

48

2

Decisions are made in a clear, consistent manner

38

3

Clear definition of roles and responsibilities of elected officials and staff

34

4

Long term plans reflect the strategic vision established for the
community and help to achieve it

34

5

Decisions reflect the identified vision for the community

31

6

The Town cooperates with neighbouring communities to increase the
capacity for service delivery

26

7

Engagement opportunities provide diverse ways of connecting with the
decision making process

22

Social/Cultural Life
Rank

Priority

Count

1

Maintain the look and feel of a small town

92

2

Big events and festivals that bring the community together and/or
attract outsiders to our community

91

3

Attractive public gathering spaces

90

4

Work with the school boards to develop education programming and
opportunities

90

5

Develop spaces that bring people of all ages together

86

6

Embrace our cultural heritage

32
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Question 3: Highest Priorities
In this question, participants were asked to check the options of each community element that they
believe should be a critical focus in the Town Plan. Participants could check as many options as they
liked, however, it was encouraged that they only select the ones that they believed to be the MOST
important. This question was only offered on the MetroQuest survey.
Economy
Rank

Priority

Count

1

Encourage growth and redevelopment downtown

114

2

Ensure commercial and industrial land is available to attract business or
to allow current business to grow

96

3

Work to find ways to make it quicker and easier to open a business in
Coaldale

66

4

Balance new growth while ensuring only the right kinds of business
open in Town (I.e. environmental responsibility, etc)

64

5

Develop partnerships to help Coaldale stand out as a special
community

62

Top Guiding Principles - Summary
1. Economy: Encourage growth and redevelopment downtown, Ensure commercial and industrial
land is available to attract business or to allow current business to grow, Work to find ways to make
it quicker and easier to open a business in Coaldale.
2. Natural Environment: More open natural spaces to enjoy, Protect existing natural features, Use
natural systems when possible to serve as critical town infrastructure.
3. Social/Cultural Life: Maintain the look and feel of a small town, Big events and festivals that
bring the community together and/or attract outsiders to our community, Attractive public gathering
spaces.
4. Built Environment: Visually appealing development, Complete communities, Compact and
walkable neighbourhoods.
5. Governance: Citizens and stakeholders are engaged to as great an extent as possible in the
decision making process, Decisions are made in a clear and consistent manner, Clear definition of
roles and responsibilities of elected officials and staff.
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Question 4: What do you like about your neighbourhood?
In this question, participants were asked to write about what aspects of their neighbourhood they like
and dislike. Some of the most common key words have been displayed here. A full list of responses
can be found in Appendix A. This question was only offered on the SurveyMonkey Survey and the
Paper Surveys.

Coaldale Neighbourhoods: North-West
+ Nice parks and green space

- Need more paths/trails
+ Quiet area

+ Welcoming and
friendly neighbours

+ Great for kids

+ Small-town feel
- Need indoor pool

+ Walking and biking
paths
- Taxes are too high

- Need more street
lights

+ Proximity to Birds of Prey
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Town Plan Engagement Results
Question 4: What do you like about your neighbourhood?
In this question, participants were asked to write about what aspects of their neighbourhood they like
and dislike. Some of the most common key words have been displayed here. A full list of responses
can be found in Appendix D. This question was only offered on the SurveyMonkey Survey and the
Paper Surveys.

Coaldale Neighbourhoods: North-East

+ Affordable housing

+ Quiet area
- Need more traffic enforcement

+ Small-town feel
+ Walking and biking
paths

- Need more street
lights

- Dislike crossing the highway

+ Proximity to Birds of Prey
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Town Plan Engagement Results
Question 4: What do you like about your neighbourhood?
In this question, participants were asked to write about what aspects of their neighbourhood they like
and dislike. Some of the most common key words have been displayed here. A full list of responses
can be found in Appendix D. This question was only offered on the SurveyMonkey Survey and the
Paper Surveys.

Coaldale Neighbourhoods: South-West
+ Friendly neighbours

+ Family atmosphere
- Crime/theft in the area

+ Love the parks & play
spaces
+ Large and
spacious lots

- Need more walking
and biking paths

+ Small-town feel
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Question 4: What do you like about your neighbourhood?
In this question, participants were asked to write about what aspects of their neighbourhood they like
and dislike. Some of the most common key words have been displayed here. A full list of responses
can be found in Appendix D. This question was only offered on the SurveyMonkey Survey and the
Paper Surveys.

Coaldale Neighbourhoods: South-East

+ Close to everything

+ Small-town feel

- Crumbling infrastructure
+ Established area

+ Quiet area

- More police enforcement

+ Great neighbours
- New high-school on
this side of the Town

+ Parks and greenery

- Need more street
lights
+ Safe

- Taxes are too high

+ Family friendly area
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Town Plan Engagement Results
Comments, Suggestions, and Feedback
Opportunities were offered to participants to voice their specific suggestions and feedback on
anything they felt was not adequately addressed in the survey questions. Over 250 individual
responses were recorded in total. The following pages offer a glimpse at some of the most commonly
mentioned comments/suggestions from each survey method. A full list of community comments,
suggestions, and feedback can be found in Appendices B through D.

MetroQuest
M E T ROQUE ST A RE A S OF CON CE RN
N E G A T I VE F E E D B A CK O N S C H O O L /R E C
C E N T E R L O CA T I ON
B E T T E R C O M M U N I C A TI O N / TR A N S PA R EN C Y
F R OM COU NCIL
M O R E W A L K I N G A N D B I K I N G P A T H W AY S
T H R O UGH T O WN

COMMON AREAS OF FOCUS

M O R E E N G AG E M EN T O P P O R T U N TI E S
I N F R A S TR U C TU R E I M P R O VE M EN T S
( R O A D S / SI D E W AL K S )
P R O T E C T O U R N A TU R A L E L EM E N T S/ B O P
L OW ER TAXES
M O R E P O L I C E P R E S C EN C E /R E D U CE C R I M E
M A I N T A I N S M AL L T O W N F E E L
B E T T E R F I S C AL R E S P ON S I B I L I T Y
F O C U S O N R E V I T AL I Z I N G D O W N T OW N
IN D OOR POOL
M O R E A F F O R D AB L E H O U S I N G O P T I O N S
I M P R O V E S T O R M W AT ER M A N A G E M EN T
C L E A N U P A P P E AR A N CE O F T O W N

FREQUENCY OF MENTIONS

Coaldale is growing and changing relatively quickly. Because of this, several years of growth/change
are focused concurrently. All Town projects are prone to overlap and in this instance, matters with
more immediate timelines have been part of the discussion of future planning for the community.
With respect to the topic areas of the Town Plan, better communication and transparency from
council was identified as a primary concern of residents, followed by more walking and biking paths
through town.
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Comments, Suggestions, and Feedback
Opportunities were offered to participants to voice their specific suggestions and feedback on
anything they felt was not adequately addressed in the survey questions. Over 250 individual
responses were recorded in total. The following pages offer a glimpse at some of the most commonly
mentioned comments/suggestions from each survey method. A full list of community comments,
suggestions, and feedback can be found in Appendices A to C.

SurveyMonkey
SURV E YM ON KE Y A RE A S OF CON CE RN
I M P R O V ED T R A FF I C M A N A G E M EN T S Y S T EM S
M O R E P O L I C E P R E S C EN C E /R E D U CE
C R I M E / B Y L A W E N FO R CE M E N T

COMMON AREAS OF FOCUS

IN D OOR POOL
B E T T E R C O M M U N I C A TI O N / TR A N S PA R EN C Y
F R OM COU NCIL
C L E A N U P A P P E AR A N CE O F T O W N
M O R E W A L K I N G A N D B I K I N G P A T H W AY S
T H R O UGH T O WN
M O R E E N G AG E M EN T O P P O R T U N TI E S
I N F R A S TR U C TU R E I M P R O VE M EN T S
( R O A D S / SI D E W AL K S )
M A I N T A I N S M AL L T O W N F E E L
N E G A T I VE F E E D B A CK O N S C H O O L /R E C
C E N T E R L O CA T I ON
P O S I T I V E F E E D B A CK O N S C H O O L /R E C C E N TER
L OCATION

FREQUENCY OF MENTIONS

The most frequently mentioned concern through SurveyMonkey was to improve the traffic
management systems in Town, such as the intersection between Tim Horton’s and McDonald’s and
the HWY 845/20th Avenue intersection. Respondents were also concerned with issues related to
increased crime in Town and lack of bylaw enforcement, presenting the need for a better police/
bylaw enforcement presence.
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Comments, Suggestions, and Feedback
Opportunities were offered to participants to voice their specific suggestions and feedback on
anything they felt was not adequately addressed in the survey questions. Over 250 individual
responses were recorded in total. The following pages offer a glimpse at some of the most commonly
mentioned comments/suggestions from each survey method. A full list of community comments,
suggestions, and feedback can be found in Appendices A to C.

Paper Survey

PA PE R SURV E Y A RE A S OF CONCE RN
N E G A T I VE F E E D B A CK O N S C H O O L /R E C
C E N T E R L O CA T I ON
I N F R A S TR U C TU R E I M P R O VE M EN T S
( R O A D S / SI D E W AL K S )

COMMON AREAS OF FOCUS

L OW ER TAXES
M A I N T A I N S M AL L T O W N F E E L
P O S I T I V E F E E D B A CK O N S C H O O L /R E C C E N TER
L OCATION
C L E A N U P /M A I N T AI N A P P E AR A N C E O F T O W N
I M P R O V E S T O R M W AT ER M A N A G E M EN T
M O R E P R O G R A M S A N D S E R V I CE S F O R
SEN IOR S
M O R E W A L K I N G A N D B I K I N G P A T H W AY S
T H R O UGH T O WN
M O R E O P P O R T U N I T I ES F O R E N G AG E M E N T
IN D OOR POOL
M O R E P O L I C E P R E S C EN C E /R E D U CE
C R I M E / B Y L A W E N FO R CE M E N T

FREQUENCY OF MENTIONS

Similar to the MetroQuest survey, overlap with more immediate town projects such as the location of
the new School/Rec Center was the primary topic of concern for residents. Within the context of the
Town Plan, the greatest concern expressed on the paper surveys was improvements to municipal
infrastructure such as roads and sidewalks. Respondents were also concerned with inadequate
street lighting on residential streets.
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Appendix A: What do you like about your neighbourhood?
Quadrant
NW

NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW

Comment
2016 my property tax bill was $7800, probably based on the MILL rate. Because the
Town I built my home is does NOT efficiently run its operations and is careless with
budgeting/planning. Building a school in a field away (farthest away) from the
concentration of people in the town for a chance to have some government
handouts is BEYOND ME.
Like the small-town feel. Feel safe. Welcome the new RCMP. Love living across from
green space.
Enjoy the small-town feel. Like the schools. Close to a lot of different cities. Need
more lighted cross walks and more natural areas.
I like my neighbours. We need more walking trails.
Coaldale’s small town feel is great. Need more biking and running paths. Need
better access from North to South.
Need better access from North to South. More sidewalks and trails.
Small town feel, the ability to know your neighbours.
Quiet neighbourhood, close to park and birds of prey. Need a new walking path NE
of town.
Love having a park in our neighbourhood, kids play outside. And we want the
northside school!
Love the young families and the park for our children. Would love a field for our kids
to play soccer and more street lamps. Love the quietness of the neighbourhood and
the proximity to BoP.
Love how quiet it is, great place for kids. Nice park in neighbourhood.
Love the birds of prey area, areas to walk my dog. Dislike how dangerous it is to
cross the highway.
We love being close to the BoP so we have walking paths. We like having a park near
our house. We love all the young families here. I would like more walking paths and
scenic areas to enjoy. Sidewalks need repair. An indoor pool is really needed.
I enjoy having a fairly quiet neighbourhood. Its nice to have easy access to outdoor
facilities, kinsmen, BoP, wetlands, etc. To have a running/biking trail would be
wonderful.
Enjoy the birds of prey and parks around.
We like the small town feel. We would like a pedestrian overpass. Enjoy being close
to BoP.
Taxes are going up way too high and fast. More discussion needed on high school
site. Coaldale is growing too fast and we’re losing the small-town atmosphere.
We find the neighbourhood very peaceful and friendly. We are looking forward to
walking and biking near the new wetland development.
I love living across from the BoP. We need to do more to accommodate their needs.
We need to have turn signals on the lights of hwy 845 and 3.
We love the paths around BoP. It makes it easy to bike/walk with the kids. Would be
great to extend the pathways eventually. I like Peace Park, but feel like it could use
more shady trees. We also like our curbside recycling and compost. Also LOVE the
tot lot/spary park, we use it all summer.

NW

NW
NW

NW
NW
NW

I do like that the north of the tracks feels different (in a good way) than the south
side. I like the park upgrades to Peace Park. BoP is great, but we could use more
walking/biking paths though. Id love to see the new high school on this side of the
highway as it would encourage more growth around it. It would be great to see a
pedestrian overpass. We could also use more street lights on all of our roads.
Quiet and peaceful neighbourhood, good neighbours. Nice and well kept park.
I like the room and quiet we have. There is too much speeding in our
neighbourhood. The Town Council is not listening to the voice of the people who
elected them. They are ramming this placement of the new school down our throats
because they know best! They don’t listen or acknowledge the concerns of the
people.
We love living acreage life – the space, nature, gardens, quiet. We don’t like the
increase in traffic, especially the speeders and litter in the ditches.
Very welcoming neighbourhood, many block parties in excess of 100 people.
Want a leisure centre with indoor pool and activities for kids in the winter. Train
feels like it takes its time holding up traffic. Intersection at main street and 845 is
bad. Like the small-town feel.

Quadrant
SE
SE
SE

SE

SE

SE
SE
SE
SE

SE
SE
SE
SE
SE

SE

Comment
I like having a school field near home to play soccer on. I wish we had more beautiful
parks with water features and trees to enjoy. We need more street lights, it is very
dark and feels unsafe walking at night.
I would like to see more open communication and more input on decisions
regarding the future of Coaldale.
I moved to this town last year from ON. I moved here for the small town feel and
being able to have my children go outside and feel they are safe. I wanted to feel
part of the community. I have 2 children that will be attending high school and I am
NOT happy with the fact that my children will have to cross a busy highway each day
to go to school. I am not happy that the town felt they could purchase this land and
not ask the townspeople how they felt.
I enjoy the small town feel. I dislike how so many dogs are loose and nothing is done
to enforce bylaws. Why is it that other neighbourhoods have poop bag dispensers
and not ours? Because my neighbourhood is older I feel like it is forgotten and the
street needs to be repaired. Why are you forcing all residents to pay for a rec centre
that is actually a gym for the high school. It should be a fee-based rec center.
I’m annoyed that cottonwood was sold to nearby residents as a multi-use, including
residences, a school, a strip mall and then the plan changed after the fact. I dislike
sewage in my basement. I dislike that if the canal overflows its banks, its come to my
house and not to Cottonwood.
The site A location is ridiculous.
In the older part of town, I really appreciate that the roads are in a grid pattern vs
the newer parts of town. Close to schools and parks.
We have great neighbours who help make us feel safe and secure. I dislike all the
red tape with development and the huge costs involved. Im very upset about the
proposed building of the school on the north side.
I like that we live by a school so we always get the road plowed quickly when it
snows. If the school was moved, I’d be concerned about the snow removal. I also
like that the traffic isn’t bad because we have square blocks without cul de sacs. I
also like that I can walk to most things I need.
Birds of Prey should not be disturbed. Having a school north of HWY 3 is ridiculous. I
like that we are close to lethbridge.
The people are good, lots of established homes and yards. Lots of trees. The
infrastructure is falling apart and town services lacking. Need more density. We have
no trust left in Town Council/Administration. Need our feedback considered first.
Close to parks and playgrounds. Need more police enforcement and vehicle speeds
enforced. Storm drains are also needed.
Good people, reasonable distance to schools and easy to walk to stuff. Would be
nice to see better care of the infrastructure.
I feel like our community and all the older neighbourhoods have been forgotten. All
the money and improvements has been more focus on new areas and are left with
roads that need to be redone. Chose to live here because of the bigger backyards
and the small town feel.
I like the quiet street, low traffic, and close to schools. Infrastructure is old, no drains
for water on the street. We chose to live in Coaldale for the small-town feel and to
raise our children.
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Our street is a family friendly environment, everyone is always socializing and
looking out for each others property.
Main street is too noisy. Restrict large vehicles during early mornings and evenings
and make it safer for children. Need better policing during day hours. Need more
bylaw enforcement – people trimming trees.
Family oriented. Need improvements to alleyway – muddy and messy. Need more
walkways and biking paths.
I like the small town feel of Coaldale. The people are friendly and involved. It is quite
pretty with our participation in the Communities in Bloom program.
I like the large yards with space between houses, large old trees. Need more street
lights.
Close enough to food market, library, etc. Love the amount of parks nearby. We
bought our house 3 years ago and chose it for location, mature trees, and what we
thought were reasonable taxes. Stop raising taxes so much. We like Coaldale, and
thanks for all your hard work – wonderful place to raise a family.
Quiet area, green eastview park, kid friendly. Nice that the park will be updated,
good for kids in this neighbourhood.
Love our neighbours. Quiet, secure, friendly area. Could improve on parks/green
space, recent crime, reducing speeds, noise on 24th street.
Our neighbourhood is great, close to schools, pool, and other amenities. Its quiet,
peaceful and safe. However, with the crime on the rise and theft being rampant I
feel like there needs to be something done about it.
Close to school and playgrounds, close to walking. Poor roads and rough shape of
sidewalks – need more street lights.
Close to school and playgrounds, our roads are terrible, uneven sidewalks. More
police presence is needed.
Quiet neighbourhood, that’s why I live here. Dislike that theirs no specialized indoor
soccer/volleyball/basketball facility. The pool needs to have more shade.
We love that we live on a quiet street near a playground. We also love that we live
close to the school our kids go to. Also the streets/area is safe so they can walk to
school safely.
Neighbourhood is close to essential services.
Main intersection with lights needs a 4-way stop.
The spray park and wading pool is great. Awesome for toddlers and much
appreciated.
Quiet street, nice trees. People are friendly, easy walking distance to anywhere.
Need to improve on communication about projects, new school is a disaster, need
indoor swimming pool.
Quiet, friendly, interaction with neighbours, nice vegetation. Need more
walking/biking paths. Indoor swimming pool would be nice. Better communication
with town officials.
I like the fact that the neighbourhood is quiet and has low traffic volumes.
I enjoy not having a lot of traffic on my street.
Very safe town. I would like if there were a little more businesses and stores in
Town.
It’s a quiet street, no back alley which reduces crime significantly.
Relatively quiet, dislike the lack of snow removal.
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Quiet and safe, but we need a more visible police presence. We should see a patrol
car at least once a day on every street.
Quiet, family friendly area. Could use better street and alley lighting. Need upgrades
to roads.
Close to three parks. Safe area. Roads a little busy. Love Coaldale because of the
small-town feel.
We have some of the highest taxes in town. Our street – we BOUNCE all the way
home!
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Comment
I like the large yards. Wish there was more parks and green spaces to walk and
enjoy.
I like the diversity of Cottonwood. We have great community resources (path, pond,
playground). The lots are not cookie cutter style homes and it looks like the
neighbourhood is really well put together and thought out. Would like to see safer
road crossings as students need to cross 845. Would like to see healthy communities
by design to help foster healthier residents and make it easy for people to make
healthy choices. But we need development to allow funds to develop these
initiatives.
I would like to see the new school built on this side of the highway. I do not want my
children crossing the highway and tracks.
The town has done nothing to get rid of the auto wrecking yard, which was
developed without the county’s permission.
Clean, new, dislike current theft activity. Would like more paths and trails.
Safe, clean, lots of parks.
Love Cottonwood. Love the size of the yards and the family atmosphere.
Love the ponds, park, and walking paths. Need more paths. Appreciate the
cleanliness and upkeep of the yards. I with the undeveloped lots could be kept clean
and maintained until building.
Good walking paths, walking distance to the high school, beautiful and well
maintained park, quiet family friendly neighbourhood.
Cottonwood is the most desirable neighbourhood because it was privately
developed and built well. Kinsmen Park is beautiful and has great walking paths.
Love the small-town feel. Knowing my neighbours. Playground close by. Please look
into advanced water solutions to clean our pond in Cottonwood.
Cottonwood is such a great community, so welcoming and so great for the kids.
I love Cottonwood because of its friendliness, large lots, spaces, small town feel. It
could use more pathways. Something needs to be done about all the crime in the
area.
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Comment
Need more lighting in the pathway connecting 10th st to 10th ave. Need more traffic
enforcement in residential areas.
Enjoy the small town feel and spirit. Like the affordable housing.
Love being close to the BoP and being able to cycle around the neighbourhood. I
love being able to walk downtown and the businesses stay open later. I do not like
crossing the highway and train tracks however.
We love Garden Grove – generally well kept and safe neighbourhood. We love a
path that goes around BoP.
Fairly quiet neighbourhood but need more speed control and stop signs. Would like
to see radar and speed bumps.
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Like keeping schools central and not constructing high use facilities outside of town
(ie proposed rec centre)
There should be a regional transit system in town and to Lethbridge on regular
routes, would cut down on the many daily trips people make to have coffee at tim's
We chose to live in Coaldale to try to distance ourselves from the busy-ness of
those services. Homes that are currently near services are not selling well
(Waterfront).
Too late for this. The towns dismal planning means new recreation and residential
areas are disconnected from town. Coaldale will remain dependent on cars as it is
becoming more unwalkable
I think the Town has made good progress at identifying needs such as Rex centre
and school. Location of this facility is completely insane. Why did taxpayers pay
$500k for a comprehensive plan you chose not to adopt? Have you considered the
traffic mess and increased busing costs? What % of students will need busing
compared to south side location? The 845 is a dangerous road now not to factor in
dozens of busses and increased car traffic. The 3 will be busier with more traffic
from Cavendish.
The ridiculous site A planned for a school and recreation centre across a 4 lane
highway intersecting an extremely busy and narrow 845 corridor and busy train
track shows a great ignorance of safe walking areas in Coaldale.
This is a hard one, businesses aren't sustainable for the most part in Coaldale.
Keep the high school & Rec center south of hwy3 smarten up
This will also help to prevent crime. We especially need people living downtown.
There still needs to be a clear definition between residential and commercial/ retail
uses.
If the roads were maintained and repaired properly we wouldn't need extra paths,
etc. Deal with current infrastructure first then plan for additions. Where does all the
money come from?
Like a new skatepark
Avoid high use facilities north of the highway
Fix our roads and sidewalks first. They are vital to people being out and walking and
enjoying the community it also present bad to businesses and potential new town
members.
Nice to see more paths and a link to Lethbridge
Would be nice but current administration has already failed by planning before
thinking ahead
Coaldale needs to consider the highway and rail when planning for transport
modes. It makes walking and cycling ineffective and past planning has ignored this
important feature.
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Putting up a planned high school and recreation centre across a 4 lane highway, a
very busy railroad track intersecting a narrow busy 845 corridor is not safe or
thoughtful planning. It will force 80% of the population to make a very unnecessary
unsafe crossing.
This would be AMAZING!! This is very high on our priority list. We love Coaldale but
have actually started to look at places in Lethbridge because we love to walk and
cycle. But if paths are coming, we are staying :)
But monitor off leash dogs! It is out of control on current paths near dog park.
Nice to have more affordable housing but avoid mistakes of Parkside with tiny lots
and no parking.
I think Coaldale really needs to improve in having appropriate housing for single/
low income people like recent grads.
I saw this in my former community of Morgan Hill. All new developments were
required to build mixed housing. It went a LONG way to eliminating pockets of
transient housing that fuelled crime, lawlessness, gangs and drugs.
Town needs to do a better job of working with Birds of Prey for natural storm water
over flow. They are a treasure so stop trying to build houses and Rex centre around
them to destroy the natural environment.
Town looks trashier and trashier as the years go on. Very little town pride left and
the town approves everything without considering neighborhood characteristics
first. Enforcing some standards would help
Tough to get good experience when you are afraid to let your children cross 20th
street to go to school.
Promote sustainable development first. Use less farm land and increase density in
older areas.
I am not certain I understand this one. I rated it based on the 'appealing
development'
I am not certain I understand this one. I rated it based on the 'appealing
development' Cleaning up the canal and using it more like a "creek" that looks nice
would be great. and if that isn't possible, then pipelining the canal and then using it
as a nice bike path would be great.
Correct past governance decisions that endangers current citizens and quality of
life, and enjoyment and value of property in order to meet future community goals;
e.g., dangerous truck loads on 20th street is the farthest thing you could allow to
ever think your goal is sense of community as a vision. By turning a blind eye to this
matter you have divided the community by demonstrating that some residents just
don't matter, and endangering school children crossing 20th street. Please don't
say you have a sense of community until you correct this decision and not allow
dangerous or overload truck traffic on 20th street because there is no sense of
community with you allowing this traffic. It is at odds economically that Council will
spend millions on changing the road to highway 3 to accommodate the truck traffic
whereas a policy decision with the government to decrease this traffic instead
should be the #1 goal of Council to uphold sense of community and decrease the
Town's expenses and to not increase the residential tax base.
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minimize tax burden
economic opportunity for small business
Cleaning up along the highway. Those who drive through Coaldale see so much
unkept property and the mess of the old 711 and elevator. The "Street Appeal" of
Coaldale is not what it should be so it isn't likely to encourage people to want to live
here.
I prefer under-street storm drains so the water properly flows away. The area with
in Coaldale in whic h I live never drains proper because of the the natural flow
system used
Only if you do it properly and in an open transparent manner.
if land is available
Please do not insult the community by calling the storm water retention as a
"wetland".
Minimal environmental impact is important to me. It was devastating to learn
about the diseased birds at Birds of Prey and I do feel the town is somewhat
responsible.
It would also be a great community service to plant native berries and high use
plants in these areas (ie chokecherry, currants Saskatoon berries). Good for urban
wildlife and provide another activity for residents.
Many areas use storm ponds as a focal point between houses now. Instead of
classifying it as a storm pond they have classified it as recreational use and put
parks, and walking paths around them. Not only are the lots surrounding the storm
ponds more expensive (due to a “view”) but it is taking what used to be an “ugly”
part of town and turning it into something beautiful yet efficient.
As long as you don't destroy the wetlands
This is a joke....isn't this already happening? However, it only created problems
when the west nile affected the Town and Birds of Prey last year. I am terrified to
let my dog out this year as I live near a storm pond. How do I know that my new
baby and dog are going to be safe? I doubt the Town will care very much. Lets see
how many animals and potentially people will get ill this year.
Coaldale has not proven how they will manage their holding pond's mosquito
populations. As the CAO says "mosquitos fly"
More areas left for nature. Force people to control their cats and dogs so the
natural wildlife isn't killed as well.
Nothing natural left around town. Birds of prey is not a natural wetland, very little
of the vegetation is natural. Its nice but you can't compare it with a natural feature
Slapping up a high school and rec centre directly adjacent to the renowned Birds of
Prey directly negates this statement.
Birds of Prey Center needs to have the area surrounding it protected.
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Continued from Birds of Prey comments we have a natural treasure so stop trying
to force them out. Adopt expert plan and do not develop NW part as that marginal
land is ideal for wetlands.
There are no natural features remaining so must rely on neutralizing to the best
abilities. Native trees and shrubs would be nice to see.
There is nothing natural left around Coaldale. Constructed wetlands are nice
features but not representative of actual ecosystems from a diversity stand point.
Adding more natural vegetation in these areas (like chokecherries, saskatoon,
buffaloberries) is a great idea
Already the town has compromised the renowned "Birds of Prey" by planning to
slap up a high school and rec. Centre and a housing development creating a lot of
traffic directly adjacent to what should be a tranquil site. It is too bad the town
would not work with the community in the planning process and worse yet not
listen the experts hired to recommend a sound planning process.
This is very important and it would appear that we have a good system in place
however Council has not accommodated true composting as there is no location for
leaf and tree branch disposal so in order to get rid of all those bags of leaves people
must also use the garbage bins. A central location for fall and spring cleanup is very
necessary.
Town needs goals and should be communicating to residents more about this. How
successful has it been? How are the economics? What sort of contamination levels
are there? How can we improve?
And report back to residents. The secrecy around the programs makes everyone
think there is something crooked going on.
This is huge! However, it seems like the Town has not been dealing with this
correctly. I guess that is what happens when you let go of all your people and
contract the work out to a 3rd party who doesn't care nor do they ever efficiently
do the pick ups. Now we find out that the recycling has been stored and nothing is
happening with it....I remember this story breaking a few months back when we
could still have freedom of speech on the Coaldale Community Awareness page.
Luckily in my neighborhood my bins have been picked up...however, if it ever
happens that they aren't I will be bringing my bins to the town and making the
employees deal with it as I am paying for a service not rendered.
How? What type of programs?
The town needs to get buy in from the community. how about some reporting on
where we are at, cost, success, failure etc. Keeping details secret indicates
administration is hiding something, again.
Recycle program works.
Would be nice to somehow tap into SMRID for lawn watering rather than using
treated water. Seems such a waste.
Cost of water delivery should be reduced with cost per unit of water increased
substancially. Coaldale is in a semi-arid climate and water conservation should be a
priority. Town should also promote xeroscape and low water use landscaping.
As long as our taxes don't get raised in order to do so
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The federal government is already doing this. If the town could sponsor grants for
commercial / institutional uses to be more efficient then yes. What if the town
started looking into their own efficiency? Putting solar panels up to reduce
electricity costs for their own facilities.
Water is the life blood of the area. Town should promote xeroscape and make
water pricing promote conservation.
Coaldale is located in a dry area. The town needs to promote xeroscape and should
not promote irrigated grass. Wasting water on lawns should not be encouraged in
our region. Water rates should increase exponentially for those using over the
necessary amounts. We need to waste less water.
Yes promote with incentives. the water charges are already excessive.
Use the theory of efficiency in the office staffing. Are you crazy having all these
office workers in a very small community that is nothing more than a suburb of
Lethbridge. If you need all these people than it’s obvious you have low quality
employees. Which can be seen in the CAO and council
Currently Coaldale is viewed as a bedroom community to Lethbridge. Partly
because of its proximity to the city but partly because many people don’t view it as
a town that could be viable on its own. The downtown is small, with very little room
to grow, however it is looking like the area by McDonald’s, and home hardware
could be the new down town. Should ensure that that area of town is zoned to be
commercial/ retail and not residential too close for expansion into the future.
Economic development should be looking into businesses that find Lethbridge too
expensive to open up in and offering them cheap land, or no property tax for __
time to get them in. Win win in the long run.
I think it’s a good idea to build new things downtown however I like the history of
the buildings
Maybe create a re-development agency?
main street looks very industrial with autobody shops; nowhere left to revitalize to
encourage small business
main street looks very industrial with autobody shops; nowhere left to revitalize to
encourage small business. Buildings are run down looking
Downtown is a mess and is not a great place to visit or do business. Think long term
gain and don't let the current stewards of the few remaining businesses make
decisions which will stop improvements from being made
Downtown could be updated to attract customers. Think to the future and do not
give current business owners an exclusive veto on improvements. Downtown could
have patios, sidewalk shopping, better trees, and would see more visitors over the
long term
Don't make Coaldale more restrictive than it needs to be (ie pot shops).
Good planning before quick planning. Think the town would have learnt that lesson
by now.
The less red tape the better. Planning departments are always deemed the “bad
guys” during development. If this could be reduced by another employee, or having
an economic development staff, that could really help.
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Only in an open transparent way not like the council has been.
Always! They go hand in hand. People won’t open business in a place they won’t
live in (or can’t find employees in)
When will this start happening? So far I have yet to see this...
Like maybe don’t make the entire downtown core a body shop just because it has a
good economic impact. An auto body shops should be located in the industrial part
of town
Town residents should have first say. School boards should not have more power
than the people that live here (like what administration allowed to happen with the
proposed new high school). Residents should come first.
Not until you consult with the public. The handling of the proposed rec center and
high school was an insult to long term residences and has set the town up for
failure. Residents should come before third party partnerships.
Continue to improve working relationship with school divisions for the future
development of schools. Providing more incentives in terms of interesting school
programming to keep kids here rather than go to Lethbridge
partnerships are always needed however they are not the panacea. 3P
construction often does not meet the operational or functional need of
stakeholders (schools) as profit will always over-rule purpose-built requirements.
This cannot just be a political promotion - partnerships must meet needs and
economical balances.
Stop working with partners that are detrimental to the community's well being.
What works for the town and Palliser obviously won't work for the students if they
have to cross the four-lane highway Railroad two to four times a day. Nor does it
work for the tax payers... infrastructure will have to be added and busing
tremendously increased.
Partnerships are only healthy if they don't adversely affect the residents of the
community. Again I refer to the insanity of having a school and rec Centre put on
the north side of the track and expect 80% of the population to make their way
across the highway safely.
Residents before school boards and special interest groups. Not like the high school
process
Focus on the town for a change and quit thinking you know more about schools and
provincial responsibilities
Always. People who live here / grew up here/ are raising families here are usually
open to helping if they see a benefit. “It'll be ‘no’ 100% of the time you don’t ask.”
Think indoor pool a gym surface is good but have no revenue really.
Needs to be more specific.
Events create a “home-y” feel, as well as bring the community together.
Don't waste money on this. Coaldale has crumbling infrastructure which should be
the focus
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Less on this, more on the potholes and dilapidated infrastructure
Nope. Town needs to focus and should be investing less resources on these sort of
events.
Already lost considering what has been developed in cottonwood and Parkside. Just
looks sterilized like Calgary or Edmonton
Wow this a thousand times Coaldale is a small town and we need to keep these
values . Town council is going the wrong direction in this regard, trying to act bigger
then we are lose the ego ..
Yes!
When will this start? So far I feel like this has not been happening for the last few
years. If anything it has been the Kinsman and the Chamber who have been getting
this done...not the Town.
Not only the down town, but yes. As someone who didn’t grow up anywhere
around here, I gravitate toward Coaldale because of the small town feel. Because of
the large residential lots, the wide streets, the tree along the road, etc.
All the grandiose plans for Huge buildings -fireball, town hall - do not lend to a small
town feel.
Coaldale needs a new high school. Let's make that happen please.
No way we already pay our school taxes. CAO get out of thinking you’re a better
administrator for schools than the school authorities. You aren’t any where near
that smart
Residents first, special interest groups second
Residents should come before the school districts.
Not if they are unable to find a sensible spot to put up a school. If the high school is
only 50% full and the elementarys are bursting at the seams ...why is a high school
planned?
Why would you create a massive busing problem?!?
Residents need first say. The school board should not be telling our town what to
do. The town failed horribly in consulting on the new high school site and planning
documents should prevent future councils from manipulating the residents of this
town
A change in school division would be welcomed. Opening Coaldale to different
school divisions.
Leave this to community groups. The town needs to focus on more important issues
like sewers and roads.
A little more focus on the Indigenous population and Truth and Reconciliation
would be nice
This is more about attitude than 'creating' or throwing money at an idea. I don't
feel this is a Town Governance Issue.
How about deal with crime and run-down neighborhoods. Then worry about the
other things.
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Research should be done first...so many people utilize Lethbridge that funding
should be spent accordingly.
It seems most decisions are made behind the backs of residents. Friends of council
seem to be getting more of a say than the majority of residents. This should be
prevented in the future with strong planning documents.
I emailed all the counselors awhile ago about the garbage move to the streets and
never got a response
Like having council meetings when no one can attend ..lol great idea!
It seems most decisions are made behind the backs of residents. Friends of council
seem to be getting more of a say than the majority of residents
You may be able to access administration but if they do not care what the public
wants as they are doing now what use is access?
Not much. Your frontline staff is rude, condescending and doesn’t get you any
valued info. Council and admin don’t listen and treat us all like we’re stupid idiots
compared to the big CAO and mayor
I feel the birds of prey incident last year should have been brought to the
communities attention long before it was. I should have been told so I could have
made an informed decision as to whether or not I took my grandchildren into that
area...I am betting that town counsellors did not take their children or
grandchildren...It is counsels responsibility to keep its citizens safe!!!!
Two months ago I called the bylaws officer for the first time in the almost 16 years I
have lived here and it was not an easy phone number to find. I would assume it
could be to make sure they don’t get overridden with unnecessary calls.
This would be nice. The government in town is one of the least transparent in the
province at this point. Council needs to communicate and represent it's residents
Town has been failing at this big time. Engagement and consultation should be a
requirement in the town plan. Don't let the CAO make decisions and have council
tell the residents about it after the papers have been signed
I had a question for them and they answered me. And the town followed through
Provided they make sense and meet a sense of community vision for all
stakeholders.
Coaldale needs to keep expenses in line with other areas. The cost of living here is
crazy considering the lack of services and facilities
Important, but no increase in taxes.
This is also a joke. The new rec center, Town Office, firehall, plus a new fire
truck...where is this money coming from? I have never ever heard of any small town
being able to do this ever! (Especially all at once!)
Plans are proposed with no insight into the resulting costs.
What a joke. Time to start focusing on our roads and sewer rather than a soccer
field
Spending the way you are doing now is NOT financially responsible.
We need this! Sure our taxes are comparable to other towns but we have next to
no services or facilities. Rink is falling apart, no indoor pool, most public parks are
run down, alleys get graded once a year, more right before elections..

Responsiveness Communication from council and administration has been dismal. Many reoccurring issues and very little effort at finding resolutions. Concrete action on
things like localized flooding, broken sidewalks, dogs and feral cats, yard
maintenance, etc would improve the quality of life in town significantly.
Responsiveness Town currently ignores most inquiries and concerns whether it be neighborhoods
with bad roads, bad alleys, feral cat issues, derelict yards etc. The MDP should lay
out some requirements for the town to respond rather than waste resources on
selfies/ social media campaigns about essential oils, or other none sense. People
are getting frustrated with the current lack of planning and fore-site
Responsiveness So important but not happening.
Responsiveness Just a joke. We don’t want what the CAO, engineer and planner are telling us we
are getting.
Responsiveness 11th st needed fixing in 2014 and still needs it putting tar and gravel and potholes
that last about a week is not fixing .
Responsiveness The CAO admitted himself that there was "no time" to get any community input
into proposed site A. What community feedback are you referring to? The socalled community meetings were solely to drum in to the community's mind just
why the town has chosen site A. Certainly did not sell me on that ridiculous plan.
Responsiveness Dont fall into the social media/ me too trap. Only proceed with "needs".
Responsiveness Like the cat issue that's been ongoing for 10 years. Council needs to listen to
residents and deal with the real problems in town
Responsiveness Lets give this a try in the future please!
Responsiveness I sent a letter they answered and followed through with a letter to me
Consistency
Critical - a rush to make a decision and advise residents afterwards or provide a
false approach to give residents a very short timeframe to respond in order to say
we were consulted is insulting and not meeting this goal. eg 13th street, new school
location
Consistency
Enforcing rules and standards is long over due in town
Consistency
The town does not follow their own constitution! It is proven that the
administration goes along with whatever suits their fancy.
Consistency
Only if they feel like it too many people have that small town mentality they think
it doesn’t really matter in a small town
Consistency
feel the community in as to what is going on, which I feel is already the case
Consistency
Yeah they are consistently insolent
Consistency
The beer policy in the hockey dressing rooms is a bit over kill. It’s full grown men
have 1 or 2 after a game not full on parties
Consistency
Need everyone to be held to the same standards. Rules need to be clear and
enforced
Consistency
Small town feel requires flexibility not hard and fast rules. Do what's right no one
wants to be held to the letter of the law.
Consistency
I think it would go a long way for the Town to lead by example in regard to snow
removal and weed control/mowing.
Consistency
Off leash dogs!
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Environment
Natural
Environment

Less people
Community Safety
Parks and walking paths.
We desperately need a park on the south side of rail tracks. Some land designated for
a substantial sized park with walking paths.
Most communities with much smaller populations have significant paved walking
paths. We are lacking TREMENDOYSLY in this category!
Services: Emergency Services, Waste Disposal Services, Maintenance Services,
Listen to the expert opinions that have been paid for and recorded In great detail.
Sense of community as a strong vision which is beyond just social and cultural. It
means governance decisions must first meet this vision.
fiscal responsibility
Trail system throughout town would be nice. Make the old camp ground into
something unique
Walk paths throughout town would be wonderful. it would be so nice to be able to
walk to work everyday from Cottonwood Estates without walking through the mud by
the canal and not having to walk on the highway or in the ditch.
Please don't insult residents by calling the storm water retention a "wet land"

Natural
Environment
Natural
We need to be recharging our aquifers so we don't have subsidience with global
Environment warming. We also need to create ways to protect our land as we continue to develop
- creating greenbelts, etc. It would also be wonderful if we could have a brand that
stems from Birds of Prey, and "Gem" that we are a town that is environmentally
conscious.
Built
The town has not exhibited any thoughtful planning in the past 40 years. Buildings are
Environment erected in busy intersections, subdivisions have been erected with major water and
sewer problems, Main Street has not been paved, people have built homes because
they were told there would be a school in their neighborhood...not so. So many more!
NO COMMUNITY INPUT OR CONCERNS ARE ENTERTAINED.
Much use has been made of the Birds of Prey" attraction with very little support for
the organization itself and no communication whatsoever! I wouldn't blame the Birds
of Prey if they walked away to a community that was more interested in working with
them instead of against them.
Built
Definitely need a walking path other than the ditch bank... other communities smaller
Environment than us have lovely walking paths..and not around a mosquito infested pond..
Built
Plant more trees, shrubs, bushes & vegetation on boulevards, meridians, green spaces,
Environment etc...
Built
I would say we need to get things active down town. KUSTOM SHOULD BE MOVED TO
Environment THE INDUSTRIAL AREA ..how can we grow the down town with a full city block tied up
with auto repair ?

Built
MDP should have an urban forestry section. Currently, Coaldale's canopy is not very
Environment diverse and highly susceptible to disease out break or an environmental event.
Promote diversity and keeping old trees. It would add a lot to our community.
Governance To spend less cash on fire department upgrades. To finish the cop shop, to add local
counselors into our town
Governance We need a more transparent town to many friends scratching each others backs.
Hiring friends over the best candidate this will come back to haunt the top sooner
then they think ..Its the talk of a small town that should be enough make change .
Governance Town administration and council needs to improve efficiency - feels like always making
plans and not necessarily seeing the results
Governance Efficient and not larger than necessary.
Governance I've enjoyed years of great governance here! That's why we've stayed and not moved
to a larger city that would probably be better for my business. I value the quality of
life our family has found here!
Social and
We need a better town council and leadership. A council who does not roll over and
Cultural Life play submissive to a CAO. We need better governance so this town can be successful
for years to come. Also, we need better leadership within the town ranks who aren't
working for themselves but for the community as a whole.
Social and
Especially spaces to be outdoors like paths and parks
Cultural Life
Social and
I would like to see more activities for youth like an indoor swimming pool during the
Cultural Life winter. Maybe a bowling alley for families. The small movie theater with one or two
rooms, upgrade on parks. More local food businesses, for all the teens that live in this
town. So then youth have jobs. And the walkway to Lethbridge
Economy
Jobs for the youth. Including more local businesses, for business franchises as fast
food. Or other activities for parents and kids. And then teenagers and young adults
can seek jobs for them.
Economy
The town does very little to ensure trades and other businesses have a current
business license that work in town. By enforcing this it gives the local businesses
security. Lethbridge charges a large non resident business license fee, it’s time to do
the same thing here
Suggestions Involve the community in developing this document as much as possible, many
resources are available and residents will contribute when given an opportunity.
Suggestions Please have more thorough snow removal.
Suggestions Road infrastructure is neglected and soon there will be more that needs fixing than can
be fixed in a short time.
Suggestions Build an indoor pool. There’s so many families here and yet we have to give our
business to Lethbridge to entertain and spend time with our kids. Coaldale needs family
friendly business’s, entertainment and recreational activities.
Suggestions Make the drive on Hwy 3 more visually appealing. Driving through Coaldale is far from
special. Visually improve buildings, structures, etc... and plant more vegetation.
Increase the curb appeal of the Town.
Suggestions Build a nice trail system like Cochrane
Suggestions connect all of Coaldale with walking, biking paths including the newly annexed areas

Suggestions Coaldale needs a indoor pool or rec Center. Something like that would keep more
families out in coaldale plus bring in visitors from other communities which would then
visit other services to support the town. It would also be great to have a nice outdoor
park to walk around with a nice playground and a skate park upgrade the one we have
now is falling apart. If we have more stuff for kids teenagers and families to do our here
there would be less travel to Lethbridge and more resources out here would be utilized.
Suggestions The proposal for putting the new school and community center on the North side of
Hwy 3 is a very short sighted idea. Please reconsider finding a more suitable location.
Suggestions Fiscal responsibility is the single most important responsibility of any government. the
town should always be looking to minimize the tax burden on its residents.
Suggestions I love the small town feel. But we need more for kids to do. A mountain bike track or
something similar would be nice. AN INDOOR POOL !! or attests an updated pool with
things to do on it. Movie nights. We need more shops on Main Street. A milkshake or
icecream shop.
Suggestions I am sure that anything I have said will not mean a thing to this administration or
council! I am not delusional enough to think it would.
Suggestions We need to upgrade or re-build our skate park because that would be a GREAT way to
bring youth together!!! And the current one is more of a hazard
Suggestions Parks and walking trails essential to visual and recreational needs!
Suggestions I live by the quads and the traffic and stunting people are getting out of hand. There
needs to be a stronger enforcement presence when there are games going on. Also
there have been several break ins down here that warrant a higher police presence.
The traffic coming from the quads needs to slow down.
Suggestions I would love a chance to speak with the CAO/Mayor/Council and really explain the
concerns of residents in Coaldale that are being committed at their hands.
Suggestions I think that the town should rethink the strategy of developing wetlands that were
already designate as such to build a high school and residential area when there is
plenty of town owned and vacant land in SW Coaldale (just east of the quads).
Suggestions The idea and plan for the rec center and school need to be revisited and the citizens
need to have more of a say it was so rushed. Seemed like the town employees and
council were trying to hide something!!!
Suggestions Fix the buildings we have,Upgrade arenas,pools,parks,and infrastuctore.
Suggestions Town should include resiliency in planning. Good example is urban forest. More
diversity would help when the ash beetle or Dutch elm hit. Most town land is full of ash
trees and sick blue spruce. Plan for resiliency, don't just do the same thing over and
over.
Suggestions A town can spend millions of dollars to look good to special interest groups, but
without a stable/core tax base, all that money is for not. Fiscal, not social focus.
Suggestions Houses sell fast in Coaldale! Coaldale should build more new construction that is
affordable for low income families.
Suggestions I love the feeling of safety as a young person walking through Coaldale. It's friendly and
inviting on 'Main Street' especially. I love parks, though, and I know we have one in the
middle of Coaldale, but it would be cool to have a beautiful, NATURAL space/park. I
want to be able to continuously have the feeling of safety wherever I go within this
town. Also the small town feel is very important to me. I feel connected to my town
because of our heritage and the fact we aren't like big cities; we still have smaller and
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older buildings, which is nice. It's an authentic feel, too. Please don't change that
aspect. :)
Please can you get people to keep their yards clean and now the lawn and pick weeds?
Garbage compost and recycle need to be picked up regularly maybe it’s time Coaldale
had its own collection services again
You are doing a horrible job. I regret having chosen Coaldale. My taxes are higher than
Lethbridge and coalhurst and are rising in leaps and bounds although you are telling
people they aren’t increasing because of your non transparent tax scheme
We just started a family. Would love to raise my babies here. Would also love to see kid
friendly fun places and an indoor pool instead of driving into lethbridge or taber and
putting our money into those towns. We live and work in coaldale and would love to
stay local for fun events for the kids!
I live in Taber but go to school in Coaldale because my parents found that the school I
go to upholds what is good for me. Coaldale Christian School upholds my beliefs and
teaches me in a Christian way. So for me I would like Coaldale to grow in a Christian
way.
I would love to see a more developed walking/biking pathway system. I enjoy our town
celebrations such as Family Day, Canada day, Christmas Night of Lights. I think
education is very important and we need to make developments to encourage high
school students to stay locally. I enjoy the services provided by the Hub. I would LOVE
better fiscal responsibility from town council.
The Birds of Prey Centre needs to stay in Coaldale. Proposed school/rec Centre needs
to be on the south side of the railway tracks! Listen to the people of the town!
1) Keep the small-town feeling in new communities. Keep big Lethbridge home
developers out. They build on small lots, with narrow streets, and cookie cutter houses.
There is a reason many have chosen Coaldale; let's not make it look like Lethbridge.
2) New school locations need to be explored. The town needs to be more receptive to
community input on the location. It seems like the worst location, and that town just
sees no other way to use a unappealing piece of land.
It is not a smart idea to build the new school across the tracks. It’s not safe
can you put the highway railings back up so people stop driving over the grass and onto
the side streets . Had my car hit in the winter from people doing that while parked on
the side of the road in front of my house .
I really wish you would work to maintain and rebuild our infrastructure sidewalks roads
etc. Also bylaw needs to help ensure a clean cared for community some places look
absolutely deplorable and one officer told me it was to much work to make areas safe
to my face this is unacceptable.
Make Coaldale more appealing to all ages barley anyone goes outside for fun.
Appreciate the alley ways, better recycling system would be good
I would love smoother pavement in older areas of town
Would like to see an eye doctor that is wheel chair accessible brought into town.
Lots of benches for taking a break on long walks.
More benches on the south side of 20th ave.

Suggestions We need more retail for shopping e.g. clothes
Suggestions I really like living here and have my son and grandson living here and love that as well.

Appendix C: SurveyMonkey Survey Comments
Final thoughts?
1. With increased population, noise in new neighbourhood an issue. Bylaws need to be
reviewed, ie noisy motorbikes on residential streets, trucks cars speeding on Cottonwood
Drive, deck speakers installed on deck of new homes and turned up high causing a
disturbance to neighbors.
2. I believe you should have asked what don't we like about are neighborhood. I don't like
trying to leave the area people come around the curve way too fast, there should be a 4
way stop at our corner. I have been close to being hit a few times however when I start to
make the turn there are no vehicles in sight. There should be some sort of play ground
equipment in the green space. There are a lot of small children and it only makes sense.
3. Quit wasting money to make it pretty, just make it user friendly
4. It really feels like if you don’t live in cottonwood specifically or one of the newer areas
that you are not a priority or a focus. The older areas of town need major attention with
lighting concerns and cracked uneven sidewalks, but this is never an issue that is focused
on or even proposed. The rest of us matter too!
5. Don't bend to pressure to move the location of the proposed high school. North side kids
are just as important as Southside kids.
6. In general, I believe Coaldale provides good service and am pleased with the leadership
shown in curbside recycling and composting, however I was very disappointed a reversal
was made regarding front bin pickup. Lanes have now become a storage area for bins and
are sometimes not navigable due to bins being moved by wind. More enforcement should
be done regarding those who leave bins in the lanes and do not move them into their
yards. Any driver entering Coaldale, particularly from Highway 3 to 8th, will see a bit of an
unsightly welcome to Coaldale. Also community lighting really suffers in some of the older
neighbourhoods. Adding lighting is quite an expensive task, but should be looked at. I
think far too much development dollars are spent in Cottonwood and not enough are
spent in other areas such as Parkside where I live. Keep up the good work!
7. There are a lot of great things happening in Coaldale. We are lucky to live here. Just be
sure to keep the small town feel.
8. Town council and paid employees need to quit with their own agendas and start listening
to their citizens
9. One of my biggest concerns about our area - the closest way for us to connect to the rest
of town (walking my kids home from school, walking to the store, the quads, etc) is for us
to go east on cottonwood Drive, cross the 845 and keep heading east until we get to 17th
st. We turn north here and head towards 23 avenue. 1st - crossing the 845 is extremely
dangerous here. I myself with my children, as well as people who live on the other side of
the 845 struggle to cross here frequently. 99% of vehicles don’t stop. And majority of
vehicles are already traveling 70+ km an hour by the time they reach this intersection. I
would love to see a pedestrian cross walk here. As well as having the 70km speed limit
pushed south so that people aren’t traveling so fast. This corner is also difficult to turn at
during Icy winter conditions when people are driving 70.... they should technically be
driving 50 but the corner is right at the 70 mark and people always speed up early 2nd once we are across the highway and traveling east towards the quads, as well as once we
head north at 17th st towards 23rd avenue... This road has become a very popular route
for people of cottonwood. Many people drive this road now to get to and from the
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schools, downtown etc back to cottonwood. This road is very narrow with no sidewalks.
Which is dangerous since it’s also a popular walk/bike path for many people. I would love
to see sidewalks here... or a local traffic only sign to detour the heavy amounts of traffic
that this road isn’t currently suitable for.
A bike or walking path to Lethbridge would be AMAZING! Also encouragement of outdoor
activities (updating the Coaldale Pool, updating the red dirt running track at KA to a
rubber track, making sidewalks stroller friendly- many intersections done have ramps to
the sidewalks.. makes jogging with a stroller impossible)
I think it’s more Important to focus on keeping us and our kids safe from theft and
needles than making beautiful statues or spending money on flowers. Recently there has
been so much and I think we as Coaldale need to work together to combat vandalism,
theft.. rather than try to keep it hidden. Please don’t only focus on park and green spaces,
focus on keeping our children safe outside
Great little town but need attention to key area like the intersection of hwy 3 and 845
and the turn to 20th ave as well as more development to bring industrial businesses and
as well as long sustained jobs not stuff in the retail industry like stores and shops that only
pay min wage keep people working in coaldale the more coaldale will grow but force
people to work in lethbridge due to no industry lethbridge will grow i get tired of driving
20 min to work every day and would rather have something closer and sustainable
If you move the high school to the north east corner of Coaldale, More families will bus
their kids to Lethbridge in order to keep them from crossing high way What a shame. Also
isn't it time Coaldale took some pride in their cemetery!
Incredibly disappointed that after all of these years that we still do not have an indoor
pool. That is a facility that would be used by every age in our community from babies to
our seniors. It is too late for our family. I would never recommend our 5 children raise
their own children here. On a positive note - love the recycling and composting. Coaldale
has been a southern AB leader regarding those.
Increasing the town policing to better protect the residents given the high increase to
break and enters and petty crime that has been going on in town the last 2 years would
make a significant difference as well as more enforcement to the speed limits near school
zones and in residential areas with high traffic of children walking to and from schools
and parks would help tremendously.
I’m unclear how this survey is worthwhile or necessary. Of course the citizens of Coaldale
find these items of value, all of them. However, where people are frustrated is HOW
council responds to these issues. Council operates from a power over perspective, rather
than a power with. It asks these questions after the fact, rather than before, and then
makes statements like “well we hosted such and such a meeting at 2:00pm in Monday
and no one brought any concerns forward”, when 1. working people can’t attend 2:00pm
meetings and 2. most people are completely unaware when such meetings are taking
place. The people of Coaldale have been left in the dark time and again, and then council
acts shocked when citizens are confused and angry. This survey should have covered how
council can better communicate with its constituents, but council isn’t concerned with
that issue.
East view Park would be great as a family gathering or group space. A large picnic area
with activity space as well. There are some neat outdoor fitness equipment ideas on the
internet that would complement the tennis court area. A big chess board is an idea as
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well. The green-space should be maintained as much as possible and is great for groups to
utilize for games like bocce ball and ladder golf.
The canal is a mess. The gophers are ridiculous. I walk there daily. Sad.
The town has wasted alot of money . Surveys,studies,the hub.Engineering reports,
recreation master plan. Follow what the citizens need. Not what you personally want for
your area. We have facilities fix them
Would really like Coaldale to get an indoor rec Center with an indoor pool. And a place so
soccer can go on in winter months as well. Would also like to see parks updated and
clean. I would like people to get warnings for grass not being cut and when snow and ice
build up. Cause it really makes it hard to walk on the ice.
The intersection in between Tim Horton's and McDonald's is terrible it needs to be fixed
asap. The intersection south of highway 3 on the 845 is also not great.
I like that the town did this survey!
It's the most ludicrous idea of building a school on the north side of the railroad tracks.
The majority of the students will have to cross Hyw 3 at one of the busiest time of the
day. Not just the students safety but the added traffic congestion. Build a new school
where the KAHS football field is, after the school is built tear down the old one and use
the north end as a football and soccer field.
Love the parks with the rubber! I wish they were all like that. Would like more long
connecting paths throughout Coaldale.
I appreciate the town adapting and planning for future growth. I would also appreciate
having all citizens views heard and considered. Over the past few years it has become
more apparent to me and others I talk to, that the town will do what they "Believe" is
best. When someone seems to oppose or question these decisions, it seems the town is
unwilling to listen. This has gotten to the point where its being brought up in conversation
on the street, social media, and even on the local news. I have started to lose faith in the
ability of the town to do what's in the best interest of the citizens as a whole. As I've
stated, there have been so many things in the past few years that the town has handled,
in my opinion inappropriately. To quote the CAO from the news recently, "why would we
ask for people's opinions, when we had our minds made up" This attitude doesn't instill
the "your voice matters" attitude this survey promotes.
Council needs to be more transparent and take care of the infrastructure that we already
have. The roads are in horrible condition. Especially in the industrial park!!!
I would like the street by east view park more lite up, I would like more policing in the
area! Too much theft in town and it’s the same people all the time
Thanks for engaging the community.

Appendix D: Paper Survey Comments
Is there anything else we need to know?
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Comment
I would like to see washroom facilities at some of the larger parks in town so that they could
be used for group events.
Need more eyes watching out for the community to stop pretty crime.
Maybe hire a real road crew to fix roads because the town employees, although great, don’t
cut it. Roads are very bumpy and not well done at all.
Looking forward to the upgrades of an indoor rec center, pool, and schools.
More restaurants – BP, Hudsons, something more for entertainment without driving to
Lethbridge.
More programs for seniors
Remember that Coaldale needs things for Seniors!
I love Coaldale and think it is a very safe place.
Some good policies have been abandoned – keep trying new ideas. New school is a concern –
questions are not being answered well. This needs to be addressed. Rumors are hurting our
community.
Thank you for the parade, Christmas parade, and all the fun activities throughout the year!
Coaldale is a wonderful place to live.
Appreciate the efforts with curbside recycling and compost programs. One concern I have is
the herbicides and dandelions in early spring very harmful for bees.
Would love to see more space dedicated for natural/native flower species for bees.
Listen to your residents regarding NO new high school + rec centre on the northside of Town.
Years from now – do you want to be on record for allowing and encouraging these structures.
Think of the possibilities with accidents + consequences!!!
Town to continue with storm drainage to control flooding on the east end of town.
Better maintenance for sports fields with water and fertilizer so that kids don’t have to play
on hard ground/dirt. Improve field behind Christian School. Continue to improve
sewer/drainage system so that streets don’t flood so bad.
I work at Coaldale Christian – I think the town field needs to be upgraded, remove the old
tennis courts – really gross. Needs soccer/football posts at the back of the school.
Public transportation options out of Coaldale to Lethbridge.
I appreciate the casual setting [of the Open Park sessions] to provide input from citizens.
Despite the Town wanting suggestions from tax payers it seems the town employees make
most of the decisions and passes them along to town council.
Need more trees!
Concerned about how high taxes are.
Would love a new walking trail – love the new natural park – education is very important.
STOP passing your votes on large development without putting it to a vote by all the residents
like where putting the school and rec center which we haven’t got the funds for. You passed
in council for 10 million and now the residents are now going to pay for it for 25 years. If you
haven’t got the funds then don’t build it. USE YOUR HEADS.
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Concerned about the placement of the new high school, seems like the majority of the
population lives south of the highway. Also concerned about how high the property taxes are.
Otherwise, Coaldale is awesome!
Re: New rec centre – nothing was addressed in the 645 page study about the dangerous
traffic situation where 18 ave intersects with 845 & 3 – you seem to be assuming everyone
will use 30th street to access the new centre. No where does the study address what other
similar towns have in their rec centres, how they are utilized, and what they cost.
I would like to see the new school built on the south side of the highway, where 90% of the
kids live. I do not want my children going across a major highway and rail road tracks.
Do not build schools in northwest area of Coaldale, mainly for parking concerns.
No school at Site A location – possibility put it at old egg farm location.
Asking people about the Town like this is a good idea!
I like the location chosen for the new school. It makes sense to build there since it appears the
town will be growing in that direction.
Improved snow removal on neighbourhood streets. Taxes are going up too high and too fast.
More discussion is needed on the new high school site. Coaldale is growing too fast and it no
longer has a small town feel.
We like the small town feel of the Town. We would like to see a pedestrian overpass on
highway 3 for the new school.
School in proposed area is stupid – no thought at all.
Keep in mind the concerns of the citizens. It would be nice to have the roads cleaned from the
snow sooner than we’ve seen.
Sidewalks need to be repaired – lots of cracks. Not happy about the toxic chemicals used as
weed killer where my children play. Pedestrian overpass is needed for our children to cross
the highway. An indoor pool is really needed.
I am strongly opposed to the Site A school. Everyday I see kids crossing 18th avenue, the
railway tracks + four lanes of highway – its too far/inconvenient to cross at lights on 20th st or
at Tim Hortons. A school on the north side would put even more kids at risk – and theres
already way too much traffic on 18th avenue. Save KAHS!
More consulting on major projects, i.e. the new school. We don’t like to be TOLD “we don’t
need to ask the residents if we have already made up our mind”.
Stop passing new large developments that need to go to a vote, like the new high school and
rec centre. Not needed on the north side as most housing is on the south side. The north side
is an accident waiting to happen. Kids love Tim Hortons + McDonalds!
Would love to see a rec centre with indoor pool in Coaldale.
Need more 30km/hr playground zones around town.
The proposed school on the northside is a great idea. Room for lots of new homes.
Is there anything in our town planning to address our infrastructure woes? I understand that
our sewage treatment facility is in dire straits. Our streets are in awful shape. Do we have a
campground anywhere? Do we do anything with our new HUB facility? I like the small town
feel of Coaldale.
Highway 3/845 intersection needs to be upgraded and include left turn signal. Main
street/845 corner requires traffic control, put 4 way stop back in.
Start asking more vs telling. Get more feedback from residents.
Town is finally open at lunch but what about later hours for people who work a lot. Need
better policing to protect our children.
Could someone please look at restringing the shed light tree and prune it!
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Need easier access from North to South, sidewalks, trails.
Need more lights all throughout town. Its too dark on a lot of neighbourhood side streets.
More walking paths throughout.
Maintain the small town feel of Coaldale – need more running paths/walking paths.
Need more walking trails.
Would be nice to see better care of the infrastructure (road maintenance).
Coaldale should also consider what type of agriculture is alright within its boundaries,
consider things like hay plants/emissions, confined feeding, grazing, suitable crops/nuisance
potential.
Involve citizens in decision more, listen to what they have to say. Increase road maintenance
to reflect the high rate of taxes. Need better law enforcement when it comes to crimes.
Residential taxes are considerably higher than other towns this size. We need more industry
in coaldale to keep up with town taxes and take some burden off the residential taxes. The
new school and rec centre location is not wise.
I would appreciate more communication about the town. I feel like I have little input on
decisions.
I think our taxes are plenty high, maybe you could find some efficiencies in running this town.
Upset about new high school on north side of the tracks.
I think the school on the north side of town is not a good idea. Money is needed to update all
intersections.
A limited use rec centre is not what the community needs! Consult with your community
members and don’t make rush decisions.
Need more streetlights in neighbourhoods and better sewage and rainwater infrastructure.
Like the small town feel and I feel safe here with the new RCMP.
We need more street lights, it is very dark and feels unsafe walking at night.
I would like to see more open communication and more input on decisions regarding the
future of Coaldale.
Not happy with the Site A location – need more consultation and input from community.
I would appreciate if the Town managed their money better and focused on upgrading older
areas as well as better law enforcement/policing.
Listen to your taxpayers!! Site A location is terrible.
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What do you love about Coaldale?
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That it is a small town
The serpie store
Tot Lot
We have family here
All my friends live here
Everything!!
A lot
I love everything
I like the quads
Not the old rink
The people
How small it is
Doctors
Warmest rink I’ve been in
Sunny South Lodge
People
The people are very friendly, we
have nice people at our table and
the meals are delicious. We have
good entertainment sometimes too. I
like the exercise too
Best place for me to be right now
Very obliging and caring staff
The people!
Sunny South Lodge and the staff
and manager
Esso gas station and staff
St. Joseph’s School
The Tot Lot!!! I love it
Outdoor pool
Coaldale Cobras
All of the parks!
It is quiet
It is pretty
School
Dogs
All of the nice compliments people
have!
Each other
I know every street
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Soccer
The kind and sweet people
Horses
Sushi
School is fun
The small-town atmosphere
The soccer fields
Everything
The hockey pads
The parks
The church
The hockey rink
The school
Library
The parade of lights
McDonald’s
They have a Christian church
The arena
The pool
All the places
The Fun Run
Our playground
The hockey arena
Excellent fire department and
medical staff
Library
Pool
It has at least one Christian school
I have a best friend here
Tim Hortons
It has a hockey arena
The parks
All the trees
Everything
That it’s small and easy to get
around
Sport clubs
The schools are really good
Skate park
The interesting people you meet

What do you wish Coaldale had more of?
•
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An indoor swimming pool or a cover
for the one we have now so we can
swim in winter
More agricultural things
Indoor pool
Swimming
Mountain biking park
School
Family
Indoor swimming pool
More snow
Ice cream
KFC
Hockey rinks
A ringette team for both boys and
girls
Basketball courts
Bring back 7/11
Better skating rink. More heat
Indoor swimming pool!
Mini golf
Weekly farmers markets
New pool and rink
A great saltwater pool nothing
mediocre
Climbing wall
Money
Rec centre
Climbing wall or twin rink
Twin rink
Twin rink with lounge
Walmart
Indoor pool
Parks
A pet store
Books
Indoor gym space (community use)
New Council
More dogs
Bigger food market
Wal mart
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VLTs
Booster juice
Better dog park
More banks (RBC/CIBC)
Dollar store
Summer
Family restaurants
Shuttle service to Lethbridge
Cheaper
Street lights
Olive Garden
Taxi
7-11
Smooth sidewalks for wheel chairs
Covered swimming pool!
Community garden
W/C accessible optometrist
People
More HCA/LPN @ Sunny South
Repave the concrete at St. Joseph!
Indoor pool
More ice rinks
Ringette team
More ice cream stands
New skate park
Pools
Pickleball courts
Places that sell pokemon
Walking/rollerblade trails
Doughnuts
Parks
Animal shelter
Horses, people, cheap stores
Sports
Walking/running/biking paths
(asphalt so we can rollerblade or
scooter too!)
Sports and fun
Indoor pool
7/11
Love
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Restaurants
Hockey rinks
Walmart
People
Horses, dogs, cats, sheep
Kind people
Cats that are nice
Walking trails with park-like look
Christians
Boutiques
More wildlife
Get Air
Chocolate stores
Street lights!! (not traffic lights)
Another hockey rink
Hockey arenas
Christians
John Wiebe type stores where the
owner is directly connected to the
community, and actually makes the
food he sells!
A&W
Hotels
Hockey arenas
Hunting stores
God fearing people
Christian churches and schools
Indoor swimming pool
Can we get a climbing wall in the
new rec centre?
Mall. Edo
Sports facilities. Please add more
activities (mall, stores, etc.) near 9th
street and that area
VR Cade
Places to go to kill time
7-11
Walking bike paths
Fishing areas
Shops or places to hang with friends
after school
LGBTQ events
Anime/Cosplay
Paved paths for biking and skating
Trees
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Job opportunities
Decent places to eat
Places to hang out
A rec centre
More books/movies in the library
Retro arcade
Cannabis store
More stores
New pool
Cheap stores
Starbucks
Controlled intersections
A new skatepark!!!!!
Dollar store
Costco
Pools
Restaurants (A&W)
Bike paths
Places to walk after school – near
the school
Activities
Paved walking/biking paths
Parks
Chopped Leaf
A taco place
Homeless shelter to help our town
with kindness, love and sharing our
community
A pitching machine by the diamonds
Nicer basketball courts
New cement at the skatepark
Better sport facilities
Chopped Leaf
Indoor skatepark
Trampoline parks
The new high school should be built
A real football field
Guns and sports store
Paintball store
7-11
More stuff to entertain families at the
Coaldale pool
Airsoft field

What Is It about Coaldale that makes you proud to call it “my
hometown”?
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Everyone is always so friendly and
kind
Everyone’s so nice
People are nice to me
Coaldale is awesome
Small town
Quiet
“the nice rink we have”
The twin rink we’re going to have
Small town
Friendly people
Nice
New council with some balls
The nice people that are smiley
Everyone knows everyone!
Great place to live, love it
Great grocery store, Pharmasave,
Bank ATB and Post Office
Hermans Carpets and Winters
(Brian) Family
It isn’t my home town
Friendly
Small businesses
Parks
The coal
Because of dance
There are so many nice people
Because there are so many amazing
people
Nothing
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I love my teachers, friends and
family
It is beautiful and amazing
Because it is sweet
Nice people
Our Birds of Prey Centre
Because its fun
Friends
Family is here and that makes me
happy
Everyone says “hello!”
We are 1 community
A Christian
The people are great for the most
part
Lots of my relatives live here
Friends & family
Lots of family
Churches
It is small so I can connect to my
friends easily
It’s a small town
It has the best dairy queen
It is not as crowded
The Birds of Prey Centre
The community
I like the small-town kind of feel
It’s safer and gives a warm
welcoming feeling
I just love it here

Why do you choose to live in Coaldale?
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Because of the swimming pool
Because hockey
Because my parents live here
Because life is good
Because my mom makes me
Because some of my family lived
here before us
My parents live here
Because I have to live here my mom
lives here
Because of the hockey
Coaldale is awesome. I love
Coaldale
Smaller community
Good place to grow up
Cause I head there was going to be
a new rink in 2020
It is safer
It’s a small town
Less winter (no more snow!)
Crowded schools
No cross the track school
Small town feel �
Small town feels good
Bigger yards
Easier to get into stores for handicap
Close to church and friends
Wish I DID! �
Schools
Bigger bang for your buck!
More help for people, like disable
People are more friendly
It is fun in Coaldale
Staff is good
The bread
To play hockey
Hockey
It is small
I didn’t, my parents did
God
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The bread! And the food market!
Coaldale has fun activities
It’s a nice place
Because of all my close friends, also
my dance studio is here
Everyone’s very nice
Because it I an awesome place to
have fun with friends
More new friends
I love this school
Because it is a small town so we can
go wherever we want
Because there is lots of fun things to
do
Because I get a beautiful house and
friendly dog
Because it is a beautiful town to
play. Cottonwood has many trees to
climb
We have freedom
Because it is a nice place
Dance, friends, family, school,
beautiful town
My job is here
Easy to get everywhere!
It is a safe place
Family & church
There are lots of stores and roads
Because there is a school that is
Christian
It is beautiful
There are lots of prairies
It has plenty of services
My mom chose
Sports facilities
I have quite a lot of family here, so to
be around them
Many active things we can do
Many sports to play
Not too busy

What do you wish Coaldale had less of?
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Dumb people
Door to door sales men/women
Stuff
Pools
Garbage bin rules �
Fix the sidewalks. Very dangerous,
people in wheelchairs have a really
hard time! (Walkers find them
dangerous too!)
Politicians
Love
Wind!!
Property tax!!!
Not a high school across the tracks
& highway!
Pools
Bugs
Mosquitos
Gas station
Teachers
Bullies and drama; gossip
Dandelions
Less gossip!
Criminals
Drugs and alcohol
Bullies
Wasps
More completed houses!
Bad influences
Confederate flags
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Gas stations, liquor stores
Conservatives
Messy front yards!
Drugs
Liquor
Liquor stores
Tobacco
Littering
Factories
Non-friendly actions
Smoking
Drunk drivers
Bars
Bad drugs
Less expensive gas
Cigarettes
Schools
Old houses
Less intersections
Cracked sidewalks
Uncontrolled intersections
People
Litter!
Crime activity
People on the bus
Spray paint and vandalism
Garbage
Food
School

What’s your favourite area of Coaldale?
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The pool
The hockey rink
The swimming pool
My house
The library
The pool
Dance place
Cottonwood tree on top of the hill on
Cottonwood Cedar Cres
The skating rink
Tot Lot
Tim Hortons
My house
The twin rink
Bakery
The rink
The library
The rink
Library
All the walking paths
Swimming pool
Birds of Prey Centre
Spray Park
The Seasons Mobile Home Park
The dip
Tot Lot
Dog Park
Dairy Queen
The hockey rink
We need an indoor swimming pool
Cottonwood
Library
Rec Centre
Birds of Prey
Hockey rink
My home
Dance Images
School
Hockey rink
Outdoor pool
Dance images
Jennie Emery
PLAY Program
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Main street
Birds of Prey
The Bakery
My home
Swimming pool
The library
The spray park
The quads
Campground
The farms
Hockey rink
Definitely the bakery
McDonald’s
The church
The school
The pool
Bike park
The hockey arena
McDonalds
Love to walk down main street
Tim Hortons
Our school
Church
Junk food places
Swimming pool
Skatepark
Dairy Queen
Quads
DQ
Stop N Go
Swimming pool
The sports areas
Parks
North of the rail road tracks
R.I Baker
The food stores
Along the canal/campground
Cottonwood bike paths
Parks
Main street

Appendix F: Chamber of Commerce Town Plan Feedback – Summary of Results

What do you wish Coaldale had less of (and why)?
Response #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

Comment
Traffic bottlenecks and potholes – major highway intersects get congested at times
with trains.
Bad roads.
Wind.
Potholes, crackheads in apartments.
Administration at the town office – appears to be a bit heavy at times.
Highway speed limit, less police “watching” and more interacting.
Would love to see the building on the corner of highway block cleaned up. Drug issue
upstairs?
Bad fencing along highway, need nice fencing like Cottonwood on 845.
Main street – bad buildings down and new stores with beautiful facades.
Less red tape for business trying to develop. Town needs to revisit their process.
Less transient folk, increasing crime.
Less resistance to development of a nice campground that could be utilized by locals
and visitors.
Too many bylaw officers driving around – possibly they could use bicycles.

Why do you choose to live and/or own a business and/or work in Coaldale?
Response #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Comment
I work here/job availability.
My husband lives here.
Less traffic and good people.
Coaldale is a friendly and growing community.
Friendly and good business community.
To be close to our son to help him raise his children.
Our kids go to school here. Started here.
I work here and love being so close to home and work.
I like the small town atmosphere.
It is a great community for family, business, and relationships.
Great place to live and do business.
Safe place for family and kids.
Very friendly community.

What do you love about Coaldale (and why)?
Response #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12

Comment
Close to highway, community, birds of prey, and it’s friendly.
Small town atmosphere.
People are friendly and recognize each other on the streets.
Small town feel – community. Easy access to [illegible].
Friendly and good business community.
Small town feel. Personable, we get to know each other.
Safe.
Close to Lethbridge and the highway.
Small town atmosphere and close to our son.
Southern Alberta location, warmer winters.
Not completely dependant on oil and gas economy.
Community, the people that live here.
Close to Lethbridge.
Lots of amenities in Town, good schools.
Close to birds of prey.
Friendly, great services, clean and well kept, has great energy.
Projects – people tend to pull together.
I love the small town atmosphere.
I love the friendly folk that we call our neighbours.
I love the volunteer spirit of the community.
I love that the Town wishes to grow both residential and commercial.
Small town nature/atmosphere.
Friendships, personal rather than impersonal relationships.
Great community, close to Lethbridge.
It’s great community spirited volunteerism.

What do you wish Coaldale had more of (and why?)
Response #
1
2
3
4

5
6

Comment
Walking paths, good for health and note expensive for families.
New community centre.
More vacant space on main street for commercial development.
There are some old buildings in Town that need attention.
Businesses.
I wish we had more businesses but with Lethbridge so close there is a competitive
disadvantage.
I wish we had a second ice rink so the youth would have more opportunity.
Walking paths and connecting paths to Lethbridge.
More volunteerism.
Indoor pool.
Shopping centre, e.g. Walmart might draw more people to the community.
Planned walkways, continuous with safety.
Youth initiative projects – see more all the time.
Main street, level the bad buildings. Landlord accountability.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

A new pool would be lovely.
Retail services, indoor pool, Saturday Farmer’s Market.
More businesses, less dependent on Lethbridge.
More sit-down restaurants.
More green space that is easily accessible.
Bigger library.
Biking and walking paths.
Open-mindedness.
We would definitely benefit from VLTS & cannabis shops.
We are missing out on new businesses and expansion of existing ones.
Book stores and similar stores.
Townhouses/condos.
Pathways and greenspaces.
Improve walkability.
Animal shelter.

